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Introduction

Providing digital representation of critical discourses in addi-
tion to and complementing traditional semantic annotations is a
central topic in recent knowledge representation discussions (On-
tolog, 2018). This includes, e.g., provenance information, evol-
ving knowledge, and metadata versioning. The Cultural Heritage
domain (CH) (and LOD datasets thereof (Wilensky 2000; Jia et
al. 2014)) is exemplary of this problem, rich in incomplete data,
subjective analyses, concurring statements and controversies bet-
ween annotators. Accurately representing this complexity helps
towards computational analyses of critical discourses in the Hu-
manities. Wikidata (Erxleben et al. 2014) supports some complex
representation of data, even allowing multiple and possibly com-
peting assertions and versions of data. Within the activities of our
research proposal (Daquino et al. 2022), we surveyed Wikidata ap-
proaches to represent complex knowledge: (1) ranked statements,
(2) “nature of statements” qualifiers, (3) null-valued objects. In
this work we examine whether complex knowledge about Cul-
tural Heritage can be satisfactorily represented in Wikidata KB,
and whether existing representation methods exhaustively repre-
sent CH domain.

Representing complexity in Wiki-
data

Wikidata represents uncertain or debated statements1 with at
least three different representation methods:

1.  Ranked statements. Competing statements are represented via
a ranking mechanism (e.g., Preferred, Normal and Depreca-
ted). Individual statements are not actually asserted, but an

extra triple is added those that are deemed true2. For example,
the painting “Madonna with the Blue Diadem” (Q738038)
has been attributed to Raphael (non asserted statement, ran-
ked as normal) and Gianfrancesco Penni (asserted statement,
ranked as preferred and additionally asserted). 

1.  “Nature of statements” qualifiers. Statements, independently
of rank, can be decorated with an additional triple using pre-
dicate P5102. 54 terms among 283 available may mark the
statement as uncertain or debated (e.g.debated, hypothesis,
possibly). For example, the painting “Abstract Speed + Soun-
d” (Q19882431) by Giacomo Balla is deemed to be possibly
part of a triptych.  

1.  Null-valued objects. A statement can be associated with a

blank node3. This is meant to imply that the statement is as-
sociated with an unknown value, rather than a missing state-

ment4. For example, “Missal for the use of the ecclesiastics of
Clermont' (Q113302686), an illuminated manuscript from the
14th century, has been recorded with both an unknown crea-
tor and author.

Analysing complex statements in Wikidata

In this paper we report on an evaluation of how much, how pre-
cisely and how satisfactorily have these three methods used to
express complex knowledge in Wikidata. Our dataset collects 2
millionsworks of art from Wikidata and their descriptions. Even
though critical analyses are a pivotal element in humanities dis-
courses, we discovered that factual descriptive statements are lar-
gely the most represented information in the dataset: the vast
majority of artworks (>99%) show plainly asserted statements.
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Of the methods previously listed, ranked statements are largely
the most frequent method for representing competing information
(86.9%) if compared with the other surveyed approaches. Null-va-
lued statements amounted to 11.6%, and anecdotal evidence from
other domains seem to imply that at least some of them may be the
result of poor conversions from empty fields in traditional relatio-
nal databases. Nature of statement P5102 predicates are only in
1.5% of the dataset, with "possibly" and “presumably ” covering
more than 50% of occurrences, and many others (e.g., "unconfir-
med”) being present only once in the whole dataset.

A proposal for complex statements in Wikidata

All the methods examined are used to express complex and con-
flicting statements over the described entities (e.g., debates, con-
jectures, concurrent attributions). Yet all three methods show evi-
dent shortcomings in how they are used and in what they model.

Ranked statements are used to express both competing hypo-
theses and time-based changes of locations or ownerships. In ad-
dition, ranking alone does not justify the reason for the prefe-

rence/deprecation of one statement over the others, and qualifiers5

are scantily employed (< 10%).
Null-valued statements lack in terms of expressiveness (provi-

ding no justifications for their specifications) and precision (being
also used as a fallback mechanism for poor data conversions). 

Finally,  P5102 statements do provide meaningful justifications,
but they allow too many values (283 to our count) with frequent
overlapping meanings (e.g., hypothetically, hypothesis) and un-
clear status as to the assertedness of the statement.

Both the W3C (Laskey at al. 2008) and ISIF6 (Blasch et al.
2019) propose uncertainty categorizations for semantic datasets.
Based on this, we categorised typical CH complex statements
in four categories, “evolving knowledge”, “actual uncertainty/de-
bate”, “other than preferred version”, and “other or not applica-
ble” (table 1). In our dataset uncertainty is mainly used for agents
involved in the artwork (e.g. creator, manufacturer), time (e.g. in-
ception), category (e.g. type), and interpretation (e.g. subject, de-
picts), while evolving knowledge occurs mainly with locations.

Table 1. Selection of properties with their categorisation with respect to meta-
data areas and complex knowledge types

All in all, despite the limited presence of the "nature of state-
ment" triples in the surveyed data, qualitative analysis shows this
to be the most precise approach to mark uncertain or debated state-
ments.  Yet a fundamental aspect of ranked statements, besides
being easy to understand, is that best ranks are actually asserted,
and the others are not. Thus, it becomes easy to query and find
asserted statements rather than those provided for completeness.

Conclusions

Wikidata offers several representations to complex statements
(especially uncertainty and debates), but the approaches are too
many and data use them in a fragmented and unreliable ways:
fairly complex queries are necessary to retrieve complex state-
ments. What is worrying, looking at data, is that Wikidata annota-
tors are often reticent in providing complex information (such as
evolving knowledge, actual uncertainty, or debate, and other than
preferred version), possibly because of the many similar approa-
ches, and no clear guideline exists to this end. Indeed, the cate-
gorisation exemplified in table 1 can be considered a representa-
tion of frequent phenomena in Cultural Heritage: providing clear
guidelines on the best ways to represent them would have a be-
neficial effect on the richness of data provided and help reduce
reticence. In particular, the analysis demonstrates that contextual
information (motivation, provenance, certainty degree) are requi-
red in recording and retrieving disputed or subjective information.
A richer dataset with more nuances would enhance computational
analysis in the Humanities discourse.

Notes

1. Wikidata represents many types of complex assertions as in-
stances of the Statement class to which related statements are as-
sociated. See https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Help:Statements 
2. See Wikidata example query at https://w.wiki/5pE$, and Ran-
kings documentation at https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Hel-
p:Ranking 
3. See Wikidata example query at https://w.wiki/5pEz and Un-
known or No values documentation at https://www.wikida-
ta.org/wiki/Help:Statements#Unknown_or_no_values
4. The Wikdata interface represents these occurrences with the
string "unknown value".
5. See for example “reason of deprecation” (P2241) and “reason
of preferred rank” (P7452)
6. The Evaluation of Techniques for Uncertainty Representation
Working Group (ETURWG) is an official activity of the Interna-
tional Society of Information Fusion (ISIF), https://eturwg.c4i.g-
mu.edu/
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